
Monday
03/25/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids and
patterns/tables
LEARNING TARGET: I can
classify two dimensional
figures into categories based
on their properties.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Use the ppt. to
introduce 2D shapes.

Independent: SW copy
anchor chart for notebook

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL BB.5 BB.6
Task Cards- I can classify
shape task cards
Application-stain glass
Interactive Notebook-true
or trash
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

Tuesday
03/26/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids and
patterns/tables
LEARNING TARGET:I can
classify two dimensional
figures into categories based
on their properties.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: geo board ppt, can
you make it?

Independent: smart to the
core; train the brain practice 1
quadrilaterals; pg. 246

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL BB.5 BB.6
Task Cards- I can classify
shape task cards
Application-stain glass
Interactive Notebook-true
or trash
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

Wednesday
03/27/2019

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
Geometry/grids and
patterns/tables
LEARNING TARGET: I can
classify two dimensional
figures into categories based
on their properties.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: smart to the core;
train the brain practice 2;
pg. 258

Independent: True,
sometimes true, never true
activity sheet

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL BB.5 BB.6
Task Cards- I can classify
shape task cards
Application-stain glass
Interactive Notebook-true
or trash
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

Thursday
03/28/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids and
patterns/tables
LEARNING TARGET: I can
classify two dimensional
figures into categories based
on their properties.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: http://create.kahoot.it/
share/geometry-review/
ad75053f-e42b-480e-8b9b-
e391b9e49178

Independent: SW play
kahoot for practice for the
Friday formative

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL BB.5 BB.6
Task Cards- I can classify
shape task cards
Application-stain glass
Interactive Notebook-true
or trash
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT

Friday
03/29/2019

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
Geometry/grids and
patterns/tables
LEARNING TARGET: I can
classify two dimensional
figures into categories based
on their properties.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Formative 1
Shapes

Independent: SW will take
formative and finish
centers

CENTERS:
Small Group- TW work with
students after checking exit
slip.
Technology-IXL BB.5 BB.6
Task Cards- I can classify
shape task cards
Application-stain glass
Interactive Notebook-true
or trash
Journal-choose one
Iready-two lessons
Problem of the day-8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 8.4, 8.5
Extension-FRECKLE (used
to be Front Row)
Kimmel code: 7679BT
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ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE:defining
attribute,category,classify,congruent,parallel,perpendicular,polygons,right
angles,subcategory
two-dimensional figures, venn
diagram.

RESOURCES: see attached
resources
Standards

MAFS.5.G.2 Classify two-di
mensional figures into catego
ries based on their properties.
MAFS.5.G.2.3 Understand t
hat attributes belonging to a c
ategory of two-dimensional fi
gures also belong to all subca
tegories of that category. (DO
K 2)
MAFS.5.G.2.4 Classify and
organize two-dimensional figu
res into Venn diagrams base
d on the attributes of the figur
es. (DOK 2)

Attachments

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: defining
attribute,category,classify,congruent,parallel,perpendicular,polygons,right
angles,subcategory
two-dimensional figures, venn
diagram.

RESOURCES: see attached
resources
Attachments
Canyoumakeit.pptx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

APPLICATION:
• Ecosystems Stations

(attached) - Finished
ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: defining
attribute,category,classify,congruent,parallel,perpendicular,polygons,right
angles,subcategory
two-dimensional figures, venn
diagram.

RESOURCES: see attached
resources
Attachments
Truesometimestrueornevertrue.docx

Science
Plant and Animal
Structures
LEARNING TARGET:
Compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals that enable them to
survive in different
environments.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Animals reading passages

& question sets (complete
in partners)

APPLICATION:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: defining
attribute,category,classify,congruent,parallel,perpendicular,polygons,right
angles,subcategory
two-dimensional figures, venn
diagram.

RESOURCES: see attached
resources

Science
Plant and Animal
Structures
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast plant
and human structures and
functions.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Begin FSA review

questions PPT. (5 daily -
answers in the notes
section on PPT.) -
Attached 3/28

• Safari Montage Video: All
About Plant Pollination:
Fruit, Flowers, and Seeds

• Classifying Plants
PowerPoint (attached) -
Students take notes on
attached paper

------------------------
• Review plant structures

and their functions (4th
grade standard) - compare
their structures and
functions to human
structures and functions

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: defining
attribute,category,classify,congruent,parallel,perpendicular,polygons,right
angles,subcategory
two-dimensional figures, venn
diagram.

RESOURCES: see attached
resources

Science
Plant and Animal
Structures
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast plant
and human structures and
functions.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:

• FSA review questions
PPT. (5 daily - answers in
the notes section on PPT.)
- Attached 3/28

• differentiate the
function(s) of organs in
animals (e.g., exoskeleton
vs. internal skeleton, lungs
vs. gills, nose vs. antenna,
skin vs. scales).

• compare structure/
function of plants and
animals that serve similar
roles limited to the
following: skin to plant
covering, skeleton to stem,
reproductive organs to a
flower (pistil, ovary, eggs,
pollen/sperm, stamen).

• Use Attached PPT. for
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2DFigures.ppt
ICANClassify2DFigures.pdf

Science
Plant and Animal
Structures
LEARNING TARGET: I can
compare and contrast
adaptations displayed by
animals and plants that
enable them to survive in
different environments such
as life cycles variations,
animal behaviors and
physical characteristics.

I can describe how, when the
environment changes,
differences between
individuals allow some plants
and
animals to survive and
reproduce while others die or
move to new locations.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Introduce Ecosystems

Stations (2-days) *same
layout/format as the
electricity stations we did*

• Definitions for notebooks:
◦ Vertebrates -

mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians,
and reptiles

◦ Invertebrates -
arthropods (segmented
bodies, jointed legs,

food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

FAIR GAME:
• energy is transferred from
the sun through a food chain
(flow of energy)
• plants are producers that
make their own food using
carbon dioxide, water, and
energy from the sun
• animals are consumers that
obtain energy from the plants
and/or animals they eat
• types of consumers
(carnivore, herbivore,
omnivore)
Standards

SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe

herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources
Standards

SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)
SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.14.2 Compare and c
ontrast the function of organs
and other physical structures
of plants and animals, includi
ng humans, for example: som
e animals have skeletons for
support -- some with internal
skeletons others with exoskel
etons -- while some plants ha
ve stems for support. (DOK
2)

Attachments
AnimalUnit.pdf

◦ flower/fruit -
reproduction
▪ parts of a flower:

◦ seed/spore -
reproduction (non-
flowering plants, such
as ferns)

◦ leave/needle - food
production

◦ stem - supports the
plant, transports water
and nutrients

◦ root - supports the
plant, absorbs water
and nutrients

• Make a comparison
between animal and plant
sexual reproduction
structure/function:
o plant female structures
of pistil, ovary, eggs with
human structures of ovary
and eggs
o plant male structures of
pollen/sperm, stamen with
human structures of testes
and sperm

APPLICATION:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,

comparing structures

APPLICATION:
• Students complete tutorial

on iPad (Scan QR code
attached): http://www.cpalms.org/
Public/
PreviewResourceStudentTutorial/
Preview/119851

• Formative Benchmark
Assessment 14.2

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.L.14.2 Compare and c
ontrast the function of organs
and other physical structures
of plants and animals, includi
ng humans, for example: som
e animals have skeletons for
support -- some with internal
skeletons others with exoskel
etons -- while some plants ha
ve stems for support. (DOK
2)
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hard outer covering/
exoskeleton

APPLICATION:
• Ecosystems Stations

(attached)
ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: exoskeleton,
food production,
invertebrates, ovary/egg,
pistil, pollen/sperm,
reproduction, stamen,
vertebrates, adaptation
(physical or behavioral),
camouflage, carnivore,
competition, consumer,
environment, food chain,
herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

FAIR GAME:
• energy is transferred from
the sun through a food chain
(flow of energy)
• plants are producers that
make their own food using
carbon dioxide, water, and
energy from the sun
• animals are consumers that
obtain energy from the plants
and/or animals they eat
• types of consumers
(carnivore, herbivore,
omnivore)
Standards

SC.5.L.14.2 Compare and c
ontrast the function of organs
and other physical structures
of plants and animals, includi

nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)
SC.5.L.14.2 Compare and c
ontrast the function of organs
and other physical structures
of plants and animals, includi
ng humans, for example: som
e animals have skeletons for
support -- some with internal
skeletons others with exoskel
etons -- while some plants ha
ve stems for support. (DOK
2)

herbivore, hibernation,
migration, omnivore,
population, predator, prey,
producer, resources

FAIR GAME:
• plant structures and their
functions (food production,
support, water/nutrient
absorption and
transportation, and
reproduction)
• plants’ responses to stimuli
(heat, light, and gravity)
• reproduction of flowering
(seeds) and nonflowering
plants such as moss and
ferns (spores)
• parts of a flower (e.g.,
stamen, pistil, ovary, petals,
pollen/sperm, eggs)
• germination, pollination,
fertilization, seed dispersal
Standards

SC.5.L.14.2 Compare and c
ontrast the function of organs
and other physical structures
of plants and animals, includi
ng humans, for example: som
e animals have skeletons for
support -- some with internal
skeletons others with exoskel
etons -- while some plants ha
ve stems for support. (DOK
2)

Attachments
ScienceReviewQuestionsfromSMT2.pptx
ClassifyingPlantsPresentationFinal.pptx
ClassifyingPlantsPowerpointNotes.pdf

Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.L.14.2.pdf
PLANTANDANIMALSTRUCTURES.docx
ComparingPlantsandAnimals.pptx
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ng humans, for example: som
e animals have skeletons for
support -- some with internal
skeletons others with exoskel
etons -- while some plants ha
ve stems for support. (DOK
2)
SC.5.L.15.1 Describe how,
when the environment chang
es, differences between indivi
duals allow some plants and
animals to survive and reprod
uce while others die or move
to new locations. (DOK 3)
SC.5.L.17.1 Compare and c
ontrast adaptations displayed
by animals and plants that en
able them to survive in differe
nt environments such as life c
ycles variations, animal beha
viors and physical characteris
tics. (DOK 2)

Attachments
EcosystemsandFoodWebsStationsABigScienceStationsUnit.pdf
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